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ENHANCEMENTS
Billing
•

Changed how complimentary dues products work. To determine if there is an item can be paid, the rule is, if the
bill through date is greater than or equal to the contact paid through date and the subscription balance is greater
than 0 then the item can be paid.
All subscription lines in the billing cycle need to meet this criterion with the following exceptions.
o
o

If a subscription item is marked as complimentary then you can still renew other items.
If a subscription item has a bill through date greater than or equal to the contact paid through date and
the amount billed is 0 and the balance due is 0.

In these situations, the person will still be able to renew even though these items will have a balance of 0.
•

Made an enhancement to not display an error if the SQL view name listed in the
ATS_DUES.Company_Authorization field if the view returns blank results in the CO_ID column. We do
recommend that your view not return any blanks but if it does an error will not display. (CW52908)

Events
•

Optimized code to greatly improve performance when selecting functions on registration form. (CW53002)

RESOLVED ISSUES
General
•

Corrected issue when no text exists on the PaymentNotice entry in Store_Settings that Bootstrap was still
showing part of the box. That has been corrected and nothing will display. (CW52954)

Billing
•
•

Corrected issue if only a country was set on an event address the Google map would try to display. (CW53000)
Corrected issue with Store_Event_Meeting_Resources when not all of the entries were populated that none would
display. Now, any entries with data will display and empty entries will not cause the entire tab row to display.
(CW53001)

Orders
•

Optimize and address out of memory errror when downloading large electronic documents. (CW53023)
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